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INTRODUCING

STOPPING

POWER

RIFLE PLATE

UP
ARMOR
H-SHOCK
A smaller version of our H-Shock Special Threat Plate, the
H-Shock UpArmor insert is a cost effective way to protect
against light rifle threats, while in a concealable carrier.
Ceramic/composite
design. Water repellent
polyurethane coated
1000 Denier CORDURA®
fabric finish. Made in the
U.S.A.
Thickness: 0.6 ins
5”x8”

1.80 lbs

Tested to the following
rounds:
5.56mm x 45mm 55gr
Ball (M193)
5.56mm x 45mm 62gr
(M855 Green Tip)
7.62x39 M67 ball / M43
(Mild Steel Core)
7.62x39mm API

C-SHOCK

GAME
CHANGER

Finally, a Special Threat Rifle plate light enough and thin enough
to fit into the trauma pocket of your concealable vest.
Uni-directional
Polyethylene and
Ceramic; rubberized
coating
Thickness: 0.55 ins
5”x8”

1.70 lbs

Tested to the following
rounds:
SPEER .357 SIG 125gr
FMJ FN
SPEER .44 MAG 240gr
SJHP
5.56mm x 45mm 55gr
Ball (M193)
5.56mm x 45mm 62gr
(M855 Green Tip)
7.62mm x 39mm 123gr
PS Ball (Mild Steel Core)
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SPECIAL THREAT TESTED
Threats in today’s world are unpredictable. Wearing concealable soft
armor doesn’t mean that you can’t also have light rifle protection as well.
Never compromise.
A special threat plate that will fit in the trauma plate pocket of your
concealable or overt vest can give you peace of mind regardless of what
you come up against. Both the H-Shock and C-Shock plates are capable of
stopping more than your average trauma plate.

CONCEALED
RIFLEPLATE

Comprised of Uni-directional Polyethylene and Ceramic,
the C-Shock Plate brings a revolutionary concept to your
concealable vest – Rifle Protection. Tested to some of the
most common rifle rounds on the street (AK-47 PS Ball,
.556 Ball, .556 Green Tip), this plate has the strength to
truly make a difference, while retaining a thin, lightweight
profile that can fit into the soft trauma pocket on your
vest. At 1.7lbs, you no longer have to make a choice
between comfort and protection. You can have it all.
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